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Liam Treanor is an award winning British
furniture brand offering high quality hand crafted
furniture and lighting.
We understand the importance of a cozy and
warm, comforting environment. This drives us
to produce products that are soft on the eye
and pleasant to live with. Our products are built
to last both structurally and aesthetically, and
enjoy simple forms that do not owe themselves
to trends. Our designs embody inspiration from
various sources, including the clean lines and
bold forms of Mid-Century architecture,
traditional British woodworking methods, and
the soothing aesthetic of Scandinavian modern.
We take pride in the quality of craftsmanship
that is used to produce our products. Material
selection and attention to detail are essential in
meeting the standard demanded of each piece.

Our mantra of ‘intelligently designed products
for the home and workplace’ informs everything
from aesthetic and functionality, to efficiency of
production and ease of shipping. This ethos has
enabled us to grow with demand, send our
products to customers globally, and take on
projects regardless of size.
All products are made in the UK, either in our
workshops or by some of Britain’s finest furniture
makers using only high grade sustainably
sourced FSC certified timber. Our London-based
workshops allow for a versatile service, so we
can produce exactly what our clients require.
We work directly with interior designers,
architects, retailers and private clients. Offering
not only the products in this catalogue, but also a
successful bespoke service.

Lowick Side Table
The simplicity of the Lowick side table
celebrates the fine details of craftsmanship in the
design. The hand turned top and legs create a
softness, while clever details such as a flat face on
the inside of the legs add a crisp touch.
A vegetable tan leather shelf sits tight to the frame
and supplies an additional earthiness to the
wooden piece.
Each of the side tables feature a pale brown
leather shelf with the exception of the black
stained ash version, which features a black
vegetable tan leather shelf.

Dimensions

W 45cm x D 45cm x H 59cm

Materials

Ash, Oak, Walnut, Black Stained Ash. Leather.

Finish

Osmo oil / Lacquer

Grafton Shelving Unit
The Grafton shelving unit is the perfect
combination of restrained aesthetic and
characterful looks.
Its almost circular uprights are broken up by a flat
edge which sits snug to shelves and held in
position with purposely contrasting black fixings.
The angled rear uprights bring an element of calm
to the unit and break up the clean horizontal lines
of the shelves.

Dimensions

W 96.5cm x D 33.5cm x H 154cm

Materials

Ash, Oak, Walnut

Finish

Osmo oil

Newton Pendant Lamp
The Newton pendant lamp combines minimal
clean lines with a sophisticated handcrafted
sateened brass spun centre. The simple but
strong form of the piece makes it an ideal
centerpiece and perfect for a dining environment.
The lamp is designed to hold an oversized
decorative lightbulb creating a beautiful reflection
whether the light is on or off.
Bulb, bulb holder and ceiling kit purchased
separately.

Dimensions

Diameter 40cm

Materials

Ash, Oak, Walnut, Black Stained Ash. Brass.

Finish

Osmo oil / Lacquer

Affonso stool
The Affonso stool enjoys a well refined
aesthetic with fine wedged tenon endgrain
details seen on the surface. The delicately
shaped legs are turned from solid oak, ash or
walnut.
The stool is also perfectly suited as a side
table.
Dimensions

W 30cm x D 30cm x H 46cm

Materials

Ash, Oak, Walnut, Black Stained Ash

Finish

Osmo oil / Lacquer

Lina Desk
The award winning Lina desk features elegantly
angled turned legs. Its slender appearance is
complimented by a drawer which is suspended
from the solid ash, oak or walnut surface.
The legs twist into place for ease of movement
into, and around its intended environment; while
providing straightforward and strong assembly.

Dimensions

W 120cm x D 55cm x H 74cm

Materials

Ash, Oak, Walnut

Finish

Osmo oil

Paulo Coffee Table
The beautifully modest Paulo coffee table features
the Santiago style turned legs which join into the
generously proportioned solid ash, oak or walnut
surface.
The legs twist into place for ease of movement into
and around its intended environment; while providing straightforward and strong assembly.
Dimensions

W 70cm x D 70cm x H 39cm

Materials

Ash, Oak, Walnut

Finish

Osmo oil

Ando Tall Stool
The Ando stool offers a clean aesthetic with fine
wedged tenon details seen on the surface. They
are similar in many ways to the Affonso stool with
the addition of a T-shape foot rest.
Ando stools are available in two heights with the
option of an upholstered seat panel.

Dimensions

Tall W 30cm x D 30cm x H 72cm
Mid W 30cm x D 30cm x H 65cm

Materials

Ash, Oak, Walnut

Finish

Osmo oil

Options

Upholstered seat

Duttmann Bench /
Schuster Stool
The Schuster stool and Duttmann bench feature a
comfortable concave sitting surface. They use
traditional turned wood construction joints which
pair as subtle design details. The gap in the seat
adds a lightweight touch to the purposely solid
aesthetic.

Dimensions

W 45/100/150cm x D 32cm x H 45cm

Materials

Ash, Oak, Walnut

Finish

Osmo oil

Lemmer Hanging Rail
The Lemmer hanging rail is an open storage
solution suitable for various contexts including the
bedroom and kitchen. It is produced using turned
oak, ash or walnut, which is suspended by a
decorative cotton sash cord.
Hanging hooks are provided and the cotton sash
cord is adjustable.

Dimensions

W 91cm x D 3cm x H 3cm

Materials

Ash, Oak, Walnut

Finish

Osmo oil

Egon Clothes Rack
The Egon clothes rack is ideal for environments
where there is limited storage or clothes are to be
displayed. Turned solid ash, oak or walnut lengths
are used for the lower shelf and the clothes rail.
The clothes rack can be twinned with our Vago
shelving unit. It is also well suited as a room
divider.
The clothes rack is flat pack and features high
quality brass fixings.

Dimensions

W 92cm x D 50cm x H 166cm

Materials

Ash, Oak, Walnut.

Finish

Osmo oil

Vago Shelving Unit
The Vago shelving unit has a tapering form with
shelves that narrow towards the top. The shelves
use subtle gaps to achieve a visually light
aesthetic. Turned solid ash, oak or walnut lengths
are used for the lower shelf.
The shelving unit can be twinned with our Egon
clothes rack. It is also well suited as a room
divider.
The shelving unit is flat pack and features high
quality brass fixings.

Dimensions

W 92cm x D 50cm x H 166cm

Materials

Ash, Oak, Walnut

Finish

Osmo oil

Carre Coffee Table
The Carre coffee table has a solid wood frame with
rounded outer edges and a curved flowing inside
edge, making this piece wonderfully soft on the
eye.
The surface is clear toughened glass.
The coffee table is flat pack, for ease of
movement into and around its intended
environment.

Dimensions

W 84cm x D 84cm x H 35cm
72cm diameter surface

Materials

Ash, Oak, Walnut, Black Stained Ash

Finish

Osmo oil / Lacquer

Bow Floor Lamp
The Bow wood floor lamp utilises the
unique properties of wood to allow a curved
component to be produced from straight timber
through the process of steam bending.
The lighting flex decoratively runs upwards along
the rear of the curved upright. The vertical
component gently tapers towards the top which
the circular base reflects.
The lamp features white cotton coated flex and
chrome fixings.

Dimensions

W 30cm x D 30cm x H 160cm

Materials

Ash, Oak, Walnut

Finish

Osmo oil

Options

Foot switch as standard. Dimmer switch and
globe bulb optional extras.

Dessau Dining Table
The generously proportioned Dessau dining table
comfortably seats six. Its rounded edges and
curved inside faces achieve a lovely soft on the
eye aesthetic. It is made from high quality solid
ash, oak or walnut.
The dining table is flat pack, for ease of
movement into and around its intended
environment.
Dimensions

W 190cm x D 90cm x H 72cm

Materials

Ash, Oak, Walnut

Finish

Osmo oil

Mairea Bench
The Mairea bench has a comfortable curved solid
wood seat, produced using a similar method to
the traditional technique of coopering. The bench
top visually floats above the frame adding to the
visually lightweight aesthetic.
The components of the bench perfectly combine
straight lines and curves, a mix that brings an
ideal balance of minimalism and a soft aesthetic.
Dimensions

W 100cm x D 39cm x H 39cm

Materials

Ash, Oak, Walnut

Finish

Osmo oil

Ash is a pale tough course grained timber often

with a pronounced grain pattern due to its
contrasting pale earlywood and red-ish
latewood. Its colour varies from cream to light
brown.

Oak is a mid-colour wood with a relatively

straight grain pattern. It is strong and durable,
a favourite within furniture and building
industries for many centuries.

Materials & Variations
Many of our products are made to order and
therefore some elements can be altered.

American Black Walnut can range from light
brown to dark chocolate with a creamy
coloured sapwood. The slightly open grain
is typically straight but can be curly or wavy.
Perfect for a high end sophisticaed look.

The type of wood can be changed, as can
finishes. Please contact us prior to placing your
order for special requirements.
We also offer a fully bespoke service for unique
products designed and made to specification.
All bespoke projects are produced at our
London workshops.
All products are made using sustainably
sourced materials from Forest Stewardship
Council registered woodlands. FSC is an
organisation that promotes responsible
management of the world’s forests.
All products are finished with Osmo oil with
the exception of black stained ash which is
finsihed with a clear lacquer. Other items can
be finished with lacquer upon request.

Black Stained Ash cobines the durability of
ash and its strong grain patern with an elegant
black finish. Black stained ash is always coated
with clear lacquer.
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